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20 Years, Really?   

Memories of a band of eager recruits sitting around a booth at the Pioneer Inn 
are still clear. Michigan Mike (Torpie) had organized a trial-ballon of a festival in 
1996 in Chipeta Park and wanted to go bigger. Mike had been a college radio 
DJ in Michigan when Leftover Salmon caught his ear, prompting him to follow 
the band as an unofficial videographer and eventually move to Nederland. He 
had been booking and promoting shows in Nederland for a few years when he 
put on the Chipeta Park show.  

That first year it poured rain all weekend and the town of Nederland wouldn’t 
even let him sell beer so he lost his shirt. In the years that followed things got 
better but he lost way more money than he made, contrary to popular belief.  
But it was his baby and he kept bringing his favorite musicians to town so, hey, 
why not?  

As the years passed, NedFest 
also became a part of the fabric 
of Nederland. So when Mike died in 2011 a few of the folks that 
helped start the festival  and many more who had become a part of 
the NedFest family since then, got together and formed a non-profit to 
keep this beloved community event going.  

The Peak to Peak Music Education Association has now been the 
host of NedFest for seven years. We’ve been able to give out a few 
small grants for instruments at the grade school and music instruction 
for local kids who couldn’t otherwise 
afford it.  

We hope we have created an entity that 
will last long past us so NedFest can be 
the highlight of the Nederland summer 
for many years to come. 
We are the 

     Friends of Michigan Mike 

August 9, 1999. For his birthday, friends 
present Michigan Mike with a poster 

from the first year (by Frank Crawford), 
surrounded by photos of the festival. 

Left to right: Kris McFarland (current 
talent buyer), Jamie Janover (1999 

musician), founder Michigan Mike, Dave 
Watts of The Motet (1999 musician).

Michigan Mike and vendor 
coordinator Deb D’Andrea

Left to right: PPMEA President Rob Savoye, 
Parking Manager Jarod Lambert, longtime 
volunteer “Happy Jack,” founder Michigan 
Mike, Talent Buyer Kris McFarland, former 

PPMEA board members Lyn Hanna and Ben 
Griffin, PPMEA board member and Backstage 

Manager Marc Latiolais
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Our PPMEA and NedFest Staff: 
Rob Savoye   PPMEA President, Permitting, Security, and Medical Coordinator 
Deb D’Andrea   PPMEA Board, Vending Coordinator 
Jeffrey Swift    PPMEA Board, Hospitality Coordinator 
Marc Latiolais    PPMEA Board, Back Stage Manager 
Danielle Laramie   PPMEA Board, Artist Relations 
Kristen McFarland   Talent Buyer, Graphics 
Suzanne Teele    Merchandise Manager 
Nichole Elmore    Box Office Manager 
Tanya Bokat    Kids Tent Coordinator 
Jarod Lambert   Parking Manager 
Amanda Kneer   Bookkeeping 
Alvin Mites    Zero Waste 

NedFest logo and 2018 NedFest poster  
and t-shirt artist: Jay Rizzi 
Program photos by: James DeWalt, C. Alan Crandall, Kristen McFarland, and Kat Barr. 

Sound Production by  

Street Team Coordination and Marketing Services provided by 

Festival internet provided by 

Festival Security Provided by  Peaceful Security 

We would like to 
acknowledge a very 
special sponsor who has 
been our partner since 
the very start! 
Thank you KGNU for 
20 Years of support!
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11:30 GATES OPEN

12:00

 1:00

 2:30 Torbin Hadlock

 3:00

 4:30 Andrew Gragg 
Lunsford

 5:00

 6:30 John McKay

 7:00

 8:30

5:30 GATES OPEN

6:00

7:30 Pamela Machala

8:00

10:00

10:30

 1:00

11:30 GATES OPEN

12:00

 1:30 Elio Schiavo

 2:00

 3:30 Pickin’ Pear

 4:00

 5:30 Omar Al-T’bal 
leads the Kids Parade 

 6:00

 7:30 Danny Shafer

 8:00

10:00

10:30

FESTIVAL SCHEDULE

Electric
Hot Tuna 

with
Steve Kimock

Jorma
Kaukonen 
acoustic

Young Musicians 
Showcase

Flash
Mountain
Flood

ELECTRIC
TOAST

300 
Days

New Family Dog
with Sally Van Meter, 
Todd Stoops, Christian 
Teele, Jessica Jones

The
Workshy

The Sweet 
Lillies

with
Vince Herman

Melvin Seals 
and
JGB

Head
for the
 Hills

20th Anniversary 
Super Jam 
Anders Osborne 
Leland Sklar
Michael Kang

Kyle Hollingsworth 
Jeremy Salken
Kim Dawson

Late Night
at

The
Alcapones

FRIDAY, AUGUST 24 SATURDAY, AUGUST 25 SUNDAY, AUGUST 26

Late Night
at

Fareed Haque
(Garaj Mahal)

and his
 Funk Bros.
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Location 
The Nederland Music and Arts Festival is 
held inNederland, Colorado on the Jeff 
Guercio Memorial Baseball Field next to 
the Barker Reservoir on the east end of 
town. The box office and entry gate are 
located next to the TEEN Center at 151 
East Street. 

When You Arrive 
Go to the Box Office next to the TEEN 
Center upon arrival. This is where you will 
exchange your ticket for a wristband, 
which is necessary for entry and re-entry, 
and pick up your camping passes if you 
have purchased them. If the show is not 
sold out we accept cash or credit cards. 
When being 'wristbanded', be sure that 
our staff puts it on tight enough so that it 
can't slip off... and do not take your 
wristband off until after the festival. 
PLEASE NOTE: We cannot replace 
lost wristbands or broken 
wristbands if you are 
outside the entry gate. If 
you are inside the 
festival and your 
wristband breaks 
alert an entry gate 
volunteer and have 
them bring you to 
the box office for a 
replacement. 

Suggested Items to Bring 
Nederland is a mountain town 
above 8,300 ft. The weather can change 
wildly in one day so make sure you bring 
a hat, sunglasses and sunblock for the 
sun, rain gear for the inevitable shower 
(we have had a rainbow all but one of our 
17 years!), and remember warm clothes 
for the evening. The temperature drops a 
lot after sundown around here!  Low back 
camp chairs or soft, collapsible stadium 
chairs are great, and some folks like to 
bring a blanket or small tarp for the 
ground. Also please note:  No sunshades 
or easy-ups taller than 4 feet (i.e. only kid-
sized ones will be allowed). 

Public Transportation 
You can travel easily, safely and 
affordably to Nederland from the Boulder/

Denver area on the RTD bus system (our 
local mass public transportation). The 
RTD's first stop in Nederland is just one 
block from the NedFest entrance! 
Nederland is route "N" on RTD's website. 

Parking 
Parking is free in designated areas. 
Please keep in mind, however, that 
parking in small-town Ned is limited. If 
you can't travel by bus, please carpool 
with friends. Also please help us keep the 
town residents happy and DO NOT PARK 
ON RESIDENTIAL STREETS IN TOWN! 
Please respect the signs that say "No 
Festival Parking." This is one of the 
biggest issues that the neighbors have 
with NedFest. Ask the Parking Staff 
where you should park and/or follow the 
signs to the designated festival parking 
areas. Handicapped Parking is available 

in front of the TEEN Center 
next to the festival 

entrance.  

Special Kids’ 
Tent 
We are kid 
friendly! Kids 
12 and under 
are free with 

an adult, and 
we have a kids 

tent with arts and 
crafts and activities. 

And don’t miss the kids’ 
parade on Saturday at 5:30. 

Camping Information 
Camping is available in Chipeta Park, just 
across Boulder Creek from the festival 
grounds. Camping is only allowed on 
the Friday and Saturday nights of the 
festival and there are no single night 
passes sold. Campsites must be 
cleared by 3 pm Sunday to give our 
crew time to clean up the park, but your 
vehicle can stay in the camping parking 
lot for the duration of the festival.  

The camping fee is per-person, and you 
will have a separate wristband for it and a 
pass for your vehicle. You must have a 
festival ticket to redeem your camping 

pass.  A very limited number of RV/trailer 
camping passes are available for an extra 
fee. Any vehicle or vehicle and trailer 
combination over 18 feet long (maximum 
32') counts as an RV. All persons staying 
in the RV must have a camping pass but 
only the RV owner must have an RV 
pass. Vans and pick-ups with toppers do 
not count as RVs (unless they have a 
trailer) but must have a camping pass and 
camp in the camping parking lot. Vehicle 
camping on the public streets will not be 
allowed. 

Campfires are not allowed. 

Fire Danger 
Often in the summertime there is county-
wide Fire Ban due to the dry, drought-like 
conditions that we sometimes experience 
in the high country and throughout 
Boulder County. Most years this in effect 
during NedFest weekend. If this is the 
case, DO NOT light a campfire anywhere 
for any reason, or toss cigarette butts into 
the woods or out of car windows. NO 
fireworks, either. Use common sense. 
Please keep this in mind while at 
NedFest... and all the time, for that 
matter! 

Altitude 
Nederland sits at 8,236 feet in elevation. 
If you are not acclimated to high altitudes, 
this could become an issue. Altitude 
problems can include shortness of breath, 
dizziness, light-headedness and nausea.  
Be extra careful with your alcohol 
consumption if you are coming to the 
festival from sea level, drink plenty of 
water (we have free fresh mountain 
spring water for our patrons from our 
sponsor Indian Peaks Spring Water!),  
and please visit our Med Tent if you are 
having any problems! 

Zero Waste 
The NedFest Staff has made the 
commitment to continually improve on our 
zero waste goals. All zero-waste stations 
have three bins, one for recyclables, one 
for compostables, and one for trash. 
Please look for the zero waste stations 
throughout the event and do your part by 

FESTIVAL INFORMATION
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selecting the correct 
container. As a 
reminder, any left-over 
food waste, paper 
towels and napkins 
are compostable. 
Also, we prohibit the 
use of styrofoam by 
our vendors. We look 
forward to seeing you 
and thanks in advance 
for helping us achieve 
our zero waste goals. 

Also: remember our 
sponsor Indian Peaks 
Spring Water offers 
FREE delicious water, 
just bring a water 
bottle! 

Prohibited Items 
-No sunshades or easy-ups taller than 4 feet.                             
(i.e. only kid-sized ones will be allowed) 
-outside alcoholic beverages (see below) 
-glass bottles or any other glass 
-dogs or other pets 
-bikes and skateboards 
-Frisbees, footballs and other projectiles 
-firearms and other weapons 
-extra-large or hard coolers 
-illegal drugs 
-fireworks and explosives 

Recording Policy 
Audio taping is allowed but no soundboard patches will be given. 
If a situation arises where an artist wishes to restrict the recording 
of his/her performance, we will announce it on stage and all mics 
and recording gear must be put away for the duration of the 
performance. Also, do not set your mics up on stands directly in 
front of the mixing board. The engineer has to see the stage. This 
is very important and we will kindly ask you to kindly relocate if 
you do happen to get in the way. 

.Absolutely No Dogs 
Please be considerate of others when choosing whether or not to 
bring your service dog to the festival. Nederland is a dog town. 
We LOVE dogs here! However, we will be following new Colorado 
law and will not permit the entrance of emotional support animals, 
only trained service dogs. Please leave your pets at home for the 
weekend. No dogs are allowed in the festival or tied up outside 
the grounds. Do not leave pets in your car!  It can get hot -yes, 
even in the mountains at the end of August - and dehydration, 
heat exhaustion and other bad things could occur. That would 
totally suck. Leave Fido at home please. 

Outside Alcohol 
Do not bring alcoholic beverages to the festival! We do check 
bags and coolers at the front gate! We always have a substantial 
number of quality beers available inside the festival for purchase. 
(Bring your ID!) If beer is not your thing we will also have mead 
(aka honey-wine) available. If you are caught with unauthorized 
alcohol you will be removed from the festival grounds, your 
alcohol and event wristband will be confiscated, and you may be 
fined/charged by the Nederland Police Department. 

Open Alcohol Outside Festival Grounds 
Please do not take any of the beer or mead that you purchased at 
the festival outside of the festival grounds!! Nederland has an 
'Open Alcoholic Container' ordinance and you could be issued a 
ticket if you are spotted by a Police Officer with an open container 
anywhere outside the festival fences. This applies to ALL parking 
lots, ALL streets and essentially ALL public places outside of the 
fenced-in festival grounds. For your own well being, please keep 
this in mind if you are thinking about "tailgating." 

Unlicensed Vending 
Anyone vending at NedFest without a proper permit/permission 
will be escorted out of the festival grounds. 

Unlawful Entry 
NedFest is put on by a small non-profit organization and in order 
for this event to succeed and continue we really need your 
support. DO NOT sneak into the festival. NedFest has an 
agreement with the Nederland Police Department whereas 
anyone caught sneaking into the event or found inside the festival 
grounds without proper credentials (ie proper wristband) will be 
escorted out of the festival and charged with "Theft of Service." If 
you see someone attempting to sneak in or someone inside the 
festival grounds without a proper wristband, please alert either a 
Security Guard or one of the Nederland Police Department 
officers on duty at the fest. 
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THANK YOU.

© 2018 Xcel Energy Inc.

Thanks to Colorado customers like you who have supported us in our 
investments in clean energy, and participated in our energy effciency 
programs, you’ve helped lower your average bill here three years in a row. 
And our Colorado customers have an average energy bill that’s 29% lower 
than the national average. Thanks for making it all possible, and for being 
the reason were always delivering. To learn more, visit xcelenergy.com.
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To	drive	to	the	Chipeta	Park	campground	from	
the	ball	field	(legal	camping	only	Aug	24	+	25	
with	NedFest	pass)	go	back	out	to	the	highway,	
turn	south	and	cross	the	creek.	Then	turn	
left/east	at	the	shopping	center	and	just	past	
it	on	your	left	is	the	campground.	
TThere	is	a	footbridge	to	walk	
back	to	the	ball	field/venue.
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    We’ve put together 
quite a special 
ensemble for our 20th 
year. Starting with one 
of our regulars, Kyle 
Hollingsworth, we 
added his String 
Cheese bandmate 
Michael Kang, who 
hasn’t been up to the 
fest since 2010. They 

suggested we get the fun and energetic Jeremy Salken of 
Big Gigantic for drums. For his beautiful singing and 
songwriting and a little bluesy addition we’ve got Anders 
Osborne up for the first time. Kim Dawson will bring her 
tremendous vocals and a bit of female vibe to the group. And 
lastly the truly epic bassist Leland Sklar will lay down the 
bottom end for us.  
      Kyle Hollingsworth, a longtime NedFest favorite, has 
been the keyboard player for The String Cheese Incident for 
over twenty years. He has also put out 4 solo albums with his 
Kyle Hollingsworth Band members. No stranger to unique 
collaborations, he has played in several of the NedFest 
supergroups over the years and has gone on tour with the 
famous Phil Lesh and Friends project as well as a group that 
included Mickey Hart, Steve Kimock. And George Porter, Jr. 
An accomplished producer, he has been helping many up-
and-coming local groups refine their sound. 
     A founding member of the String Cheese Incident, 
Michael Kang plays mandolin and occasionally violin and is a 
lead vocalist. He has lived all over the world, from Asia to 
Europe, the middle east to Alaska, and it shows in his 
diverse musical influences.  
     Kim Dawson has performed with many area  bands like 
The Motet and Euforquestra has lately been on tour with the 

Pimps of Joytime. She’s 
also on Hollingsworth’s new 
album. A classically trained 
competitive violinist since 
she was a kid, she earned a 
degree in vocal 
performance from the 
University of Northern 
Colorado and currently 
teaches at Swallow Hill. 
     Salken is part of the duo 
Big Gigantic, the Boulder 
band that has catapulted to 
international fame in their 
almost 10 years together. If 
you haven’t heard their 
music, the incredibly 
innovative band plays what 
can loosely be described as 

live-instrumentation EDM with 
heavy hip-hop and jazz 
influences. The Big G guys are 
also big on collaborations and 
have sat in and performed with 
a wide range of bands. 
     Anders Osborne is an 
exceptionally passionate 
singer and performer and has 
been writing songs for 30 
years. He not only writes for 
himself but others have 
recorded his songs, most 
notably Keb Mo and country 
superstar Tim McGraw, who 
scored a #1 hit with Anders’ 
song Watch The Wind Blow 
By.  He has become a main 
fixture in the New Orleans music scene, recording and 
playing with artists like Toots and the Metals and Tab Benoit.  
     So then we still  were in search of a really special bassist 
and we struck gold! On hiatus from Phil Collins world tour, 
Leland Sklar agreed to come out for our little mountain fest! 
Don’t know his 
name? You’re not 
alone. Despite a 
50 year career 
recording and 
touring with artists 
who are household 
names, he has 
largely been able 
to fly below the 
radar. He has 
recorded in every 
genre from James 
Taylor and Jackson 
Browne to Clint Black and Dolly Parton, David Bowie 
and Leonard Cohen to Donna Summer and Rod Stewart, 
even Barry Manilow! The list is so long you can’t even name 
them all; CSN, Carole King, Lyle Lovett, Warren Zevon, …
Many of these 
were with the 
group of guys that 
became know as 
"The Section." 
2600 albums later, 
he's still touring 
and recording! 
Amazing.  
     Check out the 
interview our friend 
Alan Crandall did 
with him on the 
following page.   

20th Anniversary Super Jam Brings 
New Faces and Old Favorites to NedFest

C.Alan Crandall

Brandt Vicknair
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Interview with Leland Sklar, 
The Most Recorded Bassist in History 

By C. Alan Crandall for NedFest 

You have heard of Kyle Hollingsworth and Michael 
Kang of the String Cheese Incident, Anders Osborne 
and Kim Dawson but have you heard of session 
bassist Leland Sklar? You most certainly have heard 
Sklar, just a quick glance of some of the artists he has 
worked with is mind boggling.  With over 2600 studio 
sessions under his belt, and over the last 50 years, 
Sklar has worked with many artists like James Taylor, 
Reba McEntire, Bette Midler, Aaron Neville, Michael 
Jackson, Kris Kristofferson and Rita Coolidge, Warren 
Zevon, Stephen Stills, Barbara Streisand, and many, 
many more. 

We had the opportunity to catch up with Sklar and ask 
him a few questions about his extraordinary career. 

AC: Hello Leland, this is Alan thank you for talking 
with me this morning. 

Sklar:  Yes, good morning. 

AC: When did you pick up your first bass?  

Sklar: I was the proverbial child prodigy pianist from 
about age four to twelve. In junior high school, at the 
age of twelve, I entered the classical band assuming 
that I would play the piano. The teacher told me that 
“we have plenty of pianist, what we need is a bass 
player.” He pulled out an old Kay upright, showed me 

how to hold it and when I played my first note, and I 
felt that vibration, I was sold, I really, really liked it.  

AC:   How long did it take you to pickup an electric 
bass? 

Sklar:  I was sixteen when I got my first electric bass. 
It was a Melody bass and St. George amp. I was 
playing gigs with guitarist that were plugged in and it 
was hard to play an acoustic bass in rock bands with 
no pickups, you’re just beating yourself up trying to be 
heard.  

AC: Playing with The James Taylor band launched 
your career, how did that come about. 

Sklar: It was like a perfect storm, I met James from a 
friend of a friend and he came and would hang out at 
our rehearsals.  Then Fire and Rain came out and he 
called me and ask me to play the Troubadour with him, 
it was his first gig in L.A., I said sure I would love to, 
figuring it would just be one gig and in a way that gig is 
still going on.  

AC:  Do you prefer live performances over session 
work? 

Sklar: Yes. I think one of the things I like the best 
about live performance is when you play a note it’s 
over. When you play a note in the studio you can sit 
there and scrutinize it’s pitch and end up discussing it 
ad nauseum. I like looking at the people’s faces and 
seeing a response and knowing that you are 
connecting with them in a live performance.  

AC: Did you ever record at Caribou Ranch? 

Sklar:  I did a Stephen Stills record back at Caribou in 
the dead of winter. I’ve been down to Muscle Shoals. I 
did tons of work in Nashville, New York, Chicago, you 
go where the work is.  With Phil Collins I did a lot of 
work in England. I have done projects in France, the 
Bahamas, Montserrat, and many other locations.  

AC:  Any advice to up and coming bassist? 

Sklar:  What I always tell guys is choose love, play 
love, love the community of musicians, and make as 
many contacts as you can with other people of like 
mind, so you can put bands together, find who you are 
compatible with both as a musician and conceptually 
as a writer, and things can happen. . 
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Flash Mountain Flood 

      Boulder County's fastest-rising band will be the opening act at this 
year's festival. Flash Mountain Flood is a 5 piece, Boulder-based 
psychedelic rock n’ roll jam band with a classic feel that is committed 
to preserving American roots music culture with their unique approach 
to live shows and extensive catalogue of original songs. Show up 
expecting improvisation, diverse genres of original music, surprise 
covers and a true sense of warm, inclusive musical community. This 
band is all about their fans.      
     The founding members are Logan Green on lead guitar and 
vocals, Derek 
Dames Ohl 

on bass and vocals, Wes Rather on rhythm guitar and vocals, and 
Taner Clark on drums. Keyboardist  Paul Copoulos joined the band in 
November of 2015, finalizing their lineup. They have been kicking it 
down since then, playing over 225 shows in 2016 and 17. They sold 
out the Fox Theater this past spring and they keep getting better 
every time they play! 

Fareed Haque (of Garaj Mahal) 
And his Funk Bros. 

     After more than a decade, we are so pleased to 
have Fareed back at the festival! Fareed Haque & His 
Funk Bros. are set to play the late night show up at The 
Caribou Room on opening night, August 24th. Their 
super-funked up jams will keep you dancing until the 
wee hours!  
     One of the world’s most accomplished guitarists, 
Fareed is a “musician’s musician,” voted “Best World 
Guitarist” in Guitar Player magazine’s 2009 reader’s 
poll. Born of a Pakistani dad and a Chilean mom, he 
traveled the world as a kid (and throughout his musical 
career) and brings the influence of many diverse 
musical heritages to his playing. Formally trained, he 
received a scholarship to study jazz guitar when he first 
entered college and then subsequently transferred to 
Northwestern University to study classical guitar. That 
move also got him involved with the renowned Chicago 
blues jam scene. He’s recorded 3 albums on the 
famous Bluenote Records and has been #1 on the 
Jazz Radio charts. He’s been on tour with Sting and 
recorded an album on his Pangaea record label. In 
2001 he co-founded the jam band Garaj Mahal and 
they toured relentlessly for a decade, including 
performances at NedFest in 2003 and 2004. You don’t 
want to miss this phenomenal player!
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ELECTRIC TOAST 

These guys have rapidly become one of Nederland’s favorite 
local bands. Benjamin Sproul and Dan Perez are joined 
by Pete Goldberg of Smooth Money Gesture and Christopher 
Cornwall of Malai Llama. Multiple songwriters in this band 
give their music lots of different textures and styles. Together 
they create a sound that seamlessly blends old and new 
school rock and roll. With fresh vocals and nice tight chops, 
these guys always entertain! 

Superjam rehearsal facilities 
provided by:
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     Melvin Seals and JGB 

     Melvin Seals has been a powerful presence in the music 
industry for over 30 years with a long-established reputation as a 
performer, recording artist and producer.  Melvin is most revered 
for his powerful, high-spirited Hammond B-3 organ and 
keyboards in the Jerry Garcia Band.  Melvin spun his B-3 magic 
with the Jerry Garcia Band for 18 years and in doing so helped 
pioneer and define what has now become “Jam Band Music”.  
From blues to funk to rock to jazz, Melvin Seals serves up a 
tasty mix with a little R&B and gospel thrown in to spice things 
up. 
      Melvin and JGB bring an intuitive, expressive style, soul, 
spontaneity and remarkable chops to the table with acoustic  
and electric ingredients and unique combinations of Zach 
Nugent’s guitar and vocals,  Pete Lavezzoli’s hearty drums and, 
of course, a heapin’ helpin’ of the wizard’s magic on Hammond B-3 Organ and keyboards.  Add the fresh backing vocals of 
new additions Lady Chi and Sunshine Garcia Becker, and the result is a most satisfying blend of natural organic grooves that 
challenges genre boundaries. Their chemistry is the focus from which they create a spontaneous and high art where the sky is 
the limit musically. They offer an exciting, often psychedelic musical journey that changes nightly and keeps the audience 
dancing and smiling for hours. Adding his rock-gospel-soul-rhythm and blues touch with his funky style of playing, no wonder 
Jerry nicknamed him “Master of the Universe.” Melvin continues to treat music lovers to his unique brand of melodic flavor with 
JGB. Come see and hear for yourself!

http://www.melvinsealsandjgb.com/the-band/pete-lavezzoli/
http://www.melvinsealsandjgb.com/the-band/pete-lavezzoli/
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The Workshy 

Looking for some old school rock and roll? The 
Workshy is an eclectic five-piece rock group based 
out of Denver that provides an incredibly energetic live 
show by pulling influences from jazz, blues, funk and 
more to create an infectious blend of music. With 
members from L.A, Washington, New York, Iowa, and 
South Korea; The Workshy is able to create a sound 
that is unique as their roots.  The Workshy is Brant 
Williams on guitar and vocals,  Jiho Han on the bass, 
Danny Kratzer also plays guitar and sings, Braxton 
Kahn on percussion and Ben Rafferty on Keys. 

New Family Dog 
with 

Very Special 
Guests 

     Sure, if you are a 
local you’ve seen New 
Family Dog before, but 
you haven’t seen this 
version and you won’t 
want to miss it. Band 
leader Jon “Blackdog” 
Ridnell has recruited 
some old and new 
friends for an extra 
special performance. The 
current lineup of Jon and 
Miles Ridnell, Matt 
Smart, Paul Stadler, 
John De Sousa, and Eric 
Schneider will all be 

there. Then Grammy-winning lap steel and Dobro player Sally Van Meter will add her delicious licks to the mix. Long-time 
ETown drummer Christian Teele and former Kung Fu keyboardist Todd Stoops will add serious depth to the sound.  And the 
rising star singer Jessica Jones of Gypsy Soul and Shrnk will knock you out with her fabulous vocals.

Alan Westman
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NEDFEST WELCOMES 

ELECTRIC HOT TUNA 

WITH STEVE KIMOCK 

By C. Alan Crandall 
     NedFest is excited to have headlining for the first time, 
the American Blues band Hot Tuna. For this year’s festival 
the band has invited guitarist Steve Kimock and drummer 
Justin Guip to form Electric Hot Tuna. 
     Formed in 1969, Hot Tuna is Jorma Kaukonen and Jack 
Casady. Since 1969 they have toured and performed for 
nearly five decades, delighting audiences with their power-
driven acoustic and electric sound. Jorma and Jack were 
lifetime friends and in the 1960’s, when Kaukonen, known 
by fans by Jorma, had the opportunity to join Jefferson 
Airplane, he invited Casady to come out to San Francisco to 
play bass in the band.  From that experience the two spun 

off and started their own band and soon had a record deal. 
They quickly brought in other musicians to jam with, which 
was the beginning of many collaborations throughout the 
years.  
     Boulder musician and guitar teacher Steve Ellis was able 
to catch Hot Tuna while still in high school.  “The first time I 
saw them was with Papa John Creech. To me that was the 
classic Hot Tuna. Papa John was such a good improvisor 
that it set an almost impossible threshold for everybody that 
came afterwards,” said Ellis. 
     Ellis continues, “I’m a musician and one of my primary 
inspirations is Jorma. Not only because Jorma is a great 
inspiration; but, because Jorma went out of the way to 
explore the music of Reverend Gary Davis, Bull Carter, and 
Blind Blake.” 
     Electric Hot Tuna is kicking off their tour this year at 
NedFest and they have invited guitarist Steve Kimock and 
drummer Justin Guip to join in the fun. Steve Kimock and 
Jorma go back many years and Kimock has played with Hot 
Tuna many times.   
     Photographer and longtime Kimock fan, David Tracer 
has followed Kimock since the mid 90’s and has seen 
Electric/Acoustic Hot Tuna many times a couple of times 
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with Steve Kimock, starting at the Boulder Theater in 2013.  
“I feel like Steve has stepped out a lot more with them. He 
also has a really different style. His style of guitar playing is 
like quintessential San Francisco psychedelic guitar. As is 
Jorma’s, but Jorma’s has a lot more finger picking style that 
has come to the forefront as his signature style,” Tracer 
explains. “Steve has a much more fluid psychedelic style. 
Although they are both quintessential guitar players I feel 
like their styles are different enough so that they 
complement one another without being redundant. 

     Ellis also saw the 2013 Boulder Theater show, the 
acoustic version of Hot Tuna. “I saw acoustic Hot Tuna with 
Kimock and I was impressed. I think that Kimock may be the 
strongest improvisor I've seen them with since Papa John. I 
like variety and different instrumentation and he played 
some tenor guitar, some electric tenor guitar, which is a 
pretty off-beat instrument, and I thought he used it to great 
effect,” said Ellis. 
     Kimock has known Jorma for many years. “Steve went 
out to California with the Goodman Brothers, Steve was 
their guitar player, I believe around ’77,” Tracer explains. 
“They lived down the road from a house occupied by Hot 
Tuna. The Goodman Brothers first gig was opening for Hot 
Tuna that year. He crossed paths with Jorma in the late 
70's. I am looking forward to NedFest, for me, Hot Tuna with 
Kimock is the set that I’m most looking forward to seeing.” 
     At 7:30 p.m. Saturday, Local singer-songwriter, Danny 
Shafer, will warm up for the band, performing on the 
Tweener stage, then Electric Hot Tuna will take the main 
stage at 8:00 p.m. 
     Steve Ellis became a musician inspired by Hot Tuna. “My 
love for Hot Tuna, set me off on this great quest. Decades 
later music is still one of the main things I do in life. I cannot 
emphasize enough what a huge inspiration Jorma and Hot 
Tuna have been in my life.” 
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     Formed in 2013, The Sweet Lillies have just had a truly 
breakthrough year. After a successful tour they recorded a 
new album at the Caribou Room with Vince Herman and 
Andrew Gragg Lunsford. Then they headed right back out 
on the road again, with part of their tour opening for the 
Jeff Austin Band. The Lillies are Julie Gussaroff on the 
upright bass, Becca Bisque on the viola, and Melly 
Frances on percussion and lead vocals. They have knock-
out 3 part harmony and an ever changing cast of exciting 
 instrumentalists to accompany them.  
     And Vince Herman, well, we’re always looking for a way 
to get Vince here! The Leftover Salmon frontman and 
former Nederland home-boy has only missed a couple of 
NedFests so we had to make sure he was here for number 
20. When we heard he helped the Lillies record a record in 
December and then had a fantastic set with them 
afterwards for the Christmas holiday, we thought that 
would be a terrific way to bring him home for the weekend!

300 Days 

     This group exploded onto the Front Range bluegrass scene 
in 2016 with their fiery, original tunes, handcrafted by a trio of 
veteran musicians. The powerful, take no prisoners vocals and 
gravity defying fiddle playing of Melissa McGinley 
(StereoFidelics), finely honed songwriting by mandolinist and 
guitarist Nick Dunbar (Mountain Standard Time) and tight 
rhythms of jazz-trained Dave “Pump” Solzberg (Fox Street All 
Stars) on upright bass have been electrifying audiences 
across Colorado. 
     For being such a young group, 300 Days boasts the 
instrumental prowess, vocal harmonies and host of original 
material of a well seasoned band. This Boulder-based 
ensemble combines their background in bluegrass, folk, rock, 
jazz and Americana into a sound they call “prograss” that will 
knock you off your chair and keep your toes tapping. 

The Sweet Lillies with special guest Vince Herman
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Head for the Hills 

     Way back in 2007 we were having the tenth NedFest 
and Head for the Hills played. They had only been together a 
couple of years but they really lit up the stage. A decade, a 
thousand shows, a new mandolin player, and countless 
festivals later they are still going strong and we are so 
pleased to have them back for the 20th NedFest! The band 
that our buddy Drew Emmitt of Leftover Salmon called 
“cutting edge” bluegrass pushes the boundaries of the 
traditional, with jazzy inflections that will remind you of David 
Grisman or sometimes even Bela Fleck. Westword awarded 
them the title of Best Colorado Bluegrass band no less than 
four times!  
     They have recently released their newest original album 
“Potions and Poisons,” the fourth album of original music from 
Head for the Hills. There’s no reinvention of the wheel here--
no computer programmed banjo rolls or digitally arpeggiated 
fiddle lines. Instead we find Head for the Hills at the peak of 

their powers of musical alchemy, building little worlds of sound from the detritus of bluegrass, jazz, hip hop, folk and soul. 
Potions and Poisons is a look at the darker side of love, lust, and life; an examination of our affinity for and aversion to the 
things that make us fragile but human. Recorded at home in Colorado with the band’s go-to engineer, Aaron Youngberg, the 
record features appearances from Bonnie Paine (Elephant Revival) on vocals and washboard, and Erin Youngberg (Uncle 
Earl, FY5) on vocals, plus a lush string section. Remaining true to the roots of bluegrass while simultaneously looking to it’s 
future prospects, the band makes music that reaches into jazz, indie rock, hip hop, soul, world and folk to stitch together 
cutting edge songs that bridge the divide between past and future acoustic music.

NedFest couldn’t happen without 
dozens of dedicated volunteers. 

THANKS TO OUR 
AWESOME 

VOLUNTEERS! 
Please take a moment  
to thank them too!
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A Brief History of 
Jorma Kaukonen

     In a career that has already spanned a half-century, Jorma 
Kaukonen has been one of the most highly respected 
interpreters of American roots music, blues, and Americana, 
and at the forefront of popular rock-and-roll. A member of the 
Rock & Roll Hall of Fame and a Grammy nominee, he is a 
founding member of two legendary bands, Jefferson 
Airplane and the still-touring Hot Tuna. Jorma Kaukonen’s 
repertoire goes far beyond his involvement creating 
psychedelic rock; he is a music legend and one of the 
finest singer-songwriters in music. 
     Jorma currently, as he has for many years, tours the 
world bringing his unique styling to old blues tunes while 
presenting new songs of weight and dimension. Jorma is 
releasing his next solo album, Ain’t In No Hurry, early in 
2015 on Red House Records. 
     The son of a State Department official, Jorma 
Kaukonen, Jr. was born and raised in the Washington 
D.C. area, with occasional extended trips outside the 
United States. He was a devotee of rock-and-roll in the 
Buddy Holly era but soon developed a love for the blues 
and bluegrass that were profuse in the clubs and concerts in 
the nation’s capitol. He wanted to take up guitar and make 
that kind of music himself. Soon he met Jack Casady, the 
younger brother of a friend and a guitar player in his own 
right. Though they could not have known it, they were 
beginning a musical partnership that has continued for over 
50 years. 
     Jorma graduated from high school and headed off for 
Antioch College in Ohio, where he met Ian Buchanan, who 
introduced him to the elaborate fingerstyle fretwork of the 
Rev. Gary Davis. A work-study program in New York 
introduced the increasingly skilled guitarist to that city’s 
burgeoning folk-blues-bluegrass scene and many of its 
players. After a break from college and travel overseas, 
Jorma moved to California, where he returned to classes at 
Santa Clara University and earned money by teaching guitar. 
It was at this time, that he met Paul Kantner and was asked to 
join a new band. Although Jorma’s true passion was roots 
music, he decided to join. That band was the Jefferson 
Airplane. Jorma invited his old musical partner Jack Casady 

to come out to San Francisco and 
play electric bass for Jefferson 
Airplane, and together they created 
much of Jefferson Airplane’s 
signature sound. A pioneer 
of counterculture-era psychedelic 
rock, the group was the first band 
from the San Francisco scene to 
achieve international mainstream 
success. They performed at the 
three most famous American rock 
festivals of the 1960s 
Monterey (1967), Woodstock(1969) 
and Altamont (1969)—as well as 
headlining the first Isle of Wight 
Festival (1968). Their 1967 

record Surrealistic Pillow is regarded as one of the key 
recordings of the "Summer of Love". Two hits from that album, 
"Somebody to Love" and "White Rabbit", are listed in Rolling 
Stone's "500 Greatest Songs of All Time". 
     Jorma and Jack would jam whenever they could and 
would sometimes perform sets within sets at Airplane 
concerts. The two would often play clubs following Airplane 
performances. Making a name for themselves as a duo, they 
struck a record deal, and Hot Tuna was born. Jorma left 

Jefferson Airplane after the band’s 
most productive five years, pursuing 
his full-time job with Hot Tuna. 
     Over the next three and a half 
decades Hot Tuna would perform 
thousands of concerts and release 
more than two-dozen records. The 
musicians who performed with them 
were many and widely varied, as 
were their styles—from acoustic to 
long and loud electric jams but 
never straying far from their musical 
roots. What is remarkable is that 
they have never coasted. Hot Tuna 
today sounds better than ever. 

     In addition to his work with Hot Tuna, Jorma has recorded 
more than a dozen solo albums on major labels beginning 
with 1974’s Quah and continuing with his recent acoustic 
releases on Red House Records—2007’s Stars in My Crown 
and River of Time, produced by Larry Campbell and featuring 
Levon Helm.  
     But performance and recording are only part of the story. 
As the leading practitioner and teacher of fingerstyle guitar, 
Jorma and his wife Vanessa Lillian operate one of the world’s 
most unique centers for the study of guitar and other 
instruments. Jorma Kaukonen’s Fur Peace Ranch Guitar 
Camp is located on 125 acres of fields, woods, hills, and 
streams in the Appalachian foothills of Southeastern Ohio. 
Since it opened in 1998, thousands of musicians whose skills 
range from basic to highly accomplished gather for weekends 
of master instruction offered by Jorma and other instructors 
who are leaders in their musical fields. 
     A multitude of renowned performers make the trek to Ohio 
to teach at Fur Peace Ranch and play at the performance 
hall, Fur Peace Station. It has become an important stop on 
the touring circuit for artists who do not normally play intimate 
200-seat venues, bringing such artists as David Bromberg, 
Roger McGuinn, Arlo Guthrie, Dave Alvin, Ramblin’ Jack 
Elliott, Warren Haynes, Lee Roy Parnell, Chris Hillman and 
more. Students, instructors, and visiting artists alike welcome 
the peace and tranquility -- as well as the great music and 
great instruction -- that Fur Peace Ranch offers. There they 
have opened the Psylodelic Gallery, a museum in a silo, 
which celebrates the music, art, culture, and literature of the 
1960's, tracing important events and movements of the 
psychedelic era. 
     Jorma Kaukonen is constantly looking to take his musical 
horizons further still, always moving forward and he is quick to 
say that teaching is among the most rewarding aspects of his 
career. “You just can’t go backward. The arrow of time only 
goes in one direction.”
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Tweener Spotlight

John McKay  Sunday 6:30

Pickin’ Pear  Saturday 3:30

Danny Shafer 
Saturday 7:30

Omar Al-T’bal 
leads the Kid’s 
Parade with 

special dancers 
Saturday 

5:30

Pamela Machala  Friday 7:30

Torbin Hadlock  Sunday 2:30

Andrew Gragg Lunsford 
Sunday 4:30 

Elio Schiavo 
Saturday 1:30
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2017 
August 25-27 
The Motet, Oteil’s Birthday Bash 
featuring Oteil Burbridge, Melvin Seals, 
John Kadlecik, Lyle Divinsky, Alfreda 
Gerald, Jay Lane, Ian Neville, Natalie 
Cressman, Jennifer Hartswick, and 
Weedie Braimah;  Vince Herman and 
Friends, Kyle Hollingsworth Band, 
Euforquestra, Malai Llama, Fletcher’s 
Grove, Gasoline Lollipops, Flash 
Mountain Flood, Genetics,  Great 
American Taxi, Stell and Snuggs with 
Keith Moseley, Caribou Mountain 
Collective, McKay Brothers, New Family 
Dog, Eric Richard Stone, Farmer Sisters, 
Ben Sproul 

2016 
August 26-28 
Taj Mahal Trio, Steve Kimock and 
Friends, Paper Bird, Melvin Seals and 
JGB, Kyle Hollingsworth Band, Keith 
Moseley and Friends with Tyler Grant, 
Roosevelt Collier’s Colorado Get Down, 
Fletcher’s Grove, Taarka, Tony Furtado, 
Coral Creek, Smooth Money Gesture, 
John McKay, The Nomdeguerres, John 
Ridnell, The Sweet Lillies, Colorado 
Bluegrass Music Society’s Young 
Pickers, Brightwood Young Musicians 
Showcase 

2015 
August 28-30 
Chris Robinson Brotherhood, Hard 
Working Americans, MarchFourth!, 
Cracker, Vince Herman and Friends, 
Caribou Mountain Collective, Gasoline 
Lollipops, Gypsy Moon, Acoustics 
Anonymous, Intuit, Onda, Funky Tonk 
Heroes, Danny Shafer, New Family Dog, 
Acoustic Mining Company, Torbin 
Hadlock, Fiona Higgins, Colorado 
Bluegrass Music Society’s Young 
Pickers 

2014 
August 22-24 
Robert Randolph & the Family Band, 
Paul Barrere and Fred Tackett, The New 
Orleans Suspects, Jeff Austin Band, Billy 
Nershi’s Blue Planet, Kyle Hollingsworth 
Band, Drew Emmitt Band, Caribou 
Mountain Collective, Jaden Carlson 
Band, Nederland Acid Jazz: Eric Deutch/
Bill Kopper/Dave Salzberg/Dean 
Oldencott/Jon Ridnell, Grant Farm, 
Fruition, Galaxy Grass, CBMS’s Young 

Pickers, Dave Williams & Jill Dreves, No 
Go Hillbillies, Patrick Latella, Lucas 
Swafford, Bear Moran  

2013 
August 23-25 
The Funky Meters, Ralph Stanley & His 
Clinch Mountain Boys, Jeff Austin & 
Friends, Tea Leaf Green, Mountain 
Standard Time, Drew Emmitt Band, 
Birds of Chicago, Euforquestra, The 
Congress, Whitewater Ramble, Danny 
Shafer and the 21st Century, Gipsy 
Moon with Vince Herman, Caribou 
Mountain Collective, Ridnell Van Meter, 
Magic Beans, Smooth Money Gesture, 
Jaden Carlson, Monocle, No Go 
Gillbillies, The Scrugglers, Kelsey 
Andrews 

2012 
August 24-26 
Los Lobos, Keller Williams/ Steve 
Kimock/ Kyle Hollingsworth/ Dave Watts, 
Jimmy Herring Band, Melvin Seals & 
JGB, New Monsoon, Kyle Hollingsworth 
Band, Fox Street Allstars, Great 
American Taxi, Hot Buttered Rum, Yarn, 
Grant Farm, Fruition, Jeff Scroggins & 
Colorado, Smooth Money Gesture, She 
Said String Band, Jet Edison, Smooth 
Money Gesture, Gipsy Moon, Magnolia 
Row, Kort McCumber, Blackdog, Jubal, 
Danny Shafer, Whisky Bottles, Jaden 
Carlson  

2011 
August 26-28 
Leftover Salmon with Wally Ingram, 
David Grisman Sextet, Steve Kimock/ 
Bill Kreutzmann/ Kyle Hollingsworth/ 
George Porter Jr., Animal Liberation 
Orchestra, The Motet, Great American 
Taxi, Runaway Truck Ramp, Billy & Jilian 
Nershi, Cornmeal, Larry Keel & His Big 
Friends, Split Lip Rayfi eld, Head For 
The Hills, Keith Moseley with Scott Law 
& Friends, Hot Buttered Rum, 
Whitewater Ramble, Fox Street All Stars, 
Smooth Money Gesture, Jaden Carlson/ 
Scott Messersmith/Garrett Sayers, John 
McKay, Salmon Eggs, The Shwilbillies, 
Bret Mosley, Acoustic Mining Company, 
Oakhurst, Magnolia Row, Lesley 
Kernochan, Magic Gravy  

2010 
August 28-29 
Holy Kimoto with Steve Kimock/Michael 
Travis/Jason Hann/Kyle Hollingsworth, 
Steve Kimock’s Crazy Engine with 
Melvin Seals, The Motet, Panjea, Billy 
Nershi’s Blue Planet, Hot Buttered Rum, 
Spring Creek with Benny Galloway, 
Moonshiner, Elephant Revival, Fireweed, 
Great American Taxi, Jaden Carlson, 
Cormeal, Mountain Standard Time, Kort 
McCumber, Big Water, Samba Parade, 
Jerry Joseph & Wally Ingram  

2009 
August 28-30 
Ricky Scaggs & Kentucky Thunder, 
David Grisman Quintet, Emmitt-Nershi 
Band, Particle, Joe Craven-Sam Bevan, 
Split Lip Rayfi eld, Drew Emmitt Band, 
Billy Nershi’s Blue Planet, Great 
American Taxi, Euforquestra, Mountain 
Standard Time, Hoff & Sites, Saskia 
Laroo, Jubal, P a n j e a , DVS & Cledus, 
The Ethereal P l a n e , Incendio, The 
Mile Markers, Markers Flynn, Apple 
Valley, Big Water, Whitewater Ramble, 
The Farmer Sisters, Oakhurst, Gigi 
Love, Bruce Hayes, Elephant Revival 

2008 
August 22-24 
David Grisman Quintet, Melvin Seals & 
JGB with Steve Kimock, The Motet, 
PRAANG, Jeff Austin & Friends, Kyle 
Hollingsworth Band, New Monsoon, 
Tony Furtado Band, Split Lip Rayfi eld, 
Swingset, Bill Kopper, LYNX, Jamie 
Janover, Saskia Laroo, Oakhurst, 

Celebrating 20 Years of
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Mountain Standard Time, Patrick Latella, 
Saskia Laroo, Arnie Green, Elephant 
Revival, Danny Shafer, Larry Keel & 
Natural Bridge, Shanti Groove, Onda, 
TAARKA with Nathan Moore, Great 
American Taxi, WhiteWater Ramble 

2007 
August 24-26 
Sam Bush Band, Steve Kimock- George 
Porter Jr.-Russell Batiste- Brian Stoltz, 
Animal Liberation Orchestra, The 
Motet, Head for the Hills, Tony 
Furtado Band, Stanton Moore Trio, 
Great American Taxi, Blackdog & Gail 
Muldrow, Blue Turtle Seduction, 
Danny Shafer, The Ethereal Plane, 
Euforquestra, Ian Beert, Jason 
Scroggins, Kissidougou, Onda, Patrick 
Latella, Salem, Tiffany Christopher 

2006 
August 25-27 
Sam Bush Band, Dr. John, Kan’Nal, 
Melvin Seals & JGB, Bill Evans and 
Soulgrass, Albino!, The Codetalkers, 
Animal Liberation Orchestra, New 
Monsoon, Vinyl, Great American Taxi, 
Polytoxic, Jubal, Papas in the Shed, 
Patrick Latella, Whitewater Ramble, The 
Ethereal Plane, Soul Reclusion, Crew 
Murphy, Rebecca Folsom, Blisk, 
Amando Zuppa & Friends, The Motet, 
Fara Tolno’s Percussion de Kissidougou, 
Nederland Acid Jazz, Kelli LaFolllette, 
Melissa Selby, Ian Beert, Doug Baker, 
John McKay 

2005 
August 27-28 
Kan’Nal, The Motet, Runaway Truck 
Ramp, Fareed Haque Group, Everybody 
Say Yeah Yeah!, Tony Furtado Band, 
Great American Taxi, Phix, Danny 
Shafer, Benny Galloway and the Broke 
Mountain Quartet, Reed Foehl, Arthur 
Lee Land, Alektrophobia, Fulanis 
Afrobeat Ensemble, Onda, Mumbouli, 
Jubal & Rob Gower, Patrick Latella, 
Shanti Groove, The Ethereal Plane, 
Spoonfed Tribe, Doug Baker, The 
Nedwrecks, Bill McKay, The Eldorans 

2004 
August 7-8 
Vince Herman/Rob Wasserman/ Joe 
Craven/Tony Trischka- Bill McKay, Papa 
Mali, The Motet, Albino!, Benevento 
Russo Duo, Tony Trischka Band, Joe 

Craven Band, Garaj Mahal, Shanti 
Groove, Rob Wasserman, John & Bill 
McKay, Bruce Hayes, Arthur Lee Land, 
Doug Baker, Samba Dende, Patrick 
Latella, Chris Connolly   

2003 
August 2-3 
Victor Wooten & Nederland Acid Jazz, 
Robert Walter’s 20th Congress, Garaj 
Mahal, The Motet, Vinyl, Tony Furtado 
and the American Gypsies, Ross Martin 
& Matt Flinner Band, Black Frames, 
Skerik, Wookie Foot, The Big Wu, Shanti 
Groove, Possum Logic, Single Malt 
Band, Blackdog, Cameron Byers, 
Samba Dende, Papa Mali, Noam 
Pikelny, John & Bill McKay, Patrick 
Latella, Wayfarers  

2002 
August 3-4 
Charlie Hunter Quintet, Theory of 
Everything: Tye North/ Dave Watts/Ross 
Martin/Robert Walter, Robert Walter’s 
20th Congress, Melvin Seal’s Melting 
Pot, Vinyl, Tony Furtado with Paul 
McCandless, The Motet, Cabaret Diosa, 
Jive, Matt Flinner Quartet, Nederland 
Bluegracid Jazz Allstars, Shanti Groove, 
Hit & Run, Single Malt Band, Tall Trees 
Grove, High on the Hog, Danny Shafer, 
Samba Dende, Blackdog with the 
PsychoHorns, Samba Dende, Liza 
Oxnard, Liz Clark, Junis Ponds 

2001 
August 4-5 
Merl Saunders & Funky Friends, Charlie 
Hunter Quartet, Nederland Bluegracid 
Jazz Allstars: Vince Herman-Matt 

Flinner- Ross Martin-Dave Easley- Ty 
North, Yonder Mountain String Band, 
Nederland Acid Jazz: Tye North/Dave 
Watts/ Ross Martin/Jamie Janover, The 
Motet, Runaway Truck Ramp, Single 
Malt Band, Blackdog, Jamie Janover, 
Jaka, Being Lara Maykovich, The Slip, 
Hanuman 

2000 
August 5-6 
Stanley Jordan with Nederland Acid 
Jazz: Ross Martin/Bill Kopper/ Erik 
Deutsch/Dave Watts/ Eric Thorin/Jamie 
Janover, Yonder Mountain String Band, 
Runaway Truck Ramp, Nederland 
Bluegracid Jazz Allstars: Pete Wernick/
Vince Herman/Jean Ballhorn, The Motet, 
Tony Furtado Band, Keller Williams, C h 
u p a c a b r a , Kutandara, New Country 
Kitchen, Ryan Shupe & The 
Rubberband, Thamusemeant   

1999 
August 7-8 
Stanley Jordan, Nederland Acid Jazz 
#166: Stanley Jordan/ John Zangrando/
Dave Watts/ Matt Spenser/Jamie 
Janover/ Bill Kopper/Scott Messersmith/ 
Paul Armstrong, Nederland Bluegracid 
Jazz All Stars: Nick Forster/Sally 
VanMeter/Vince Herman, Runaway 
Truck Ramp, Yonder Mountain String 
Band, Pete Wernick’s Live Five, Chuck 
Grossman, Tony Furtado Band, Dave 
Watts Motet, Ty Burhoe & Friends, The 
Floodplain Gang, Open Road, Vince 
Herman & Jeff Austin, John ‘Blackdog’ 
Ridnell, Wendy Woo, Danny Shaffer, 
Patrick Latella, Kristen McFarland with 
Dave Watts 

Great Music in the Mountains!
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